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Abstract: PROM surveys, used to measure the effect of rehabilitation treatments,
are typically filled out on paper, and often suffer from low response rates. Replac-
ing it with a multimodal survey system, supporting touch and speech interaction,
could lead to lower hurdles and therefore more data quantity. To do this, it requires
task-specific training samples for the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) to classify spoken answers into one of the
standardized PROM answer options.
Due to the lack of training data for medical PROM surveys, we created augmented
text samples with each answer option description, combined with different tem-
plates. To improve training capabilities, introduce a proper test set, and evaluate
the ASR, we also collected 1,797 real voice samples within an empirical study.
Further, we incorporate the contextual knowledge of the current question into our
NLU architecture by implementing one classifier for every question scale.
Our results reveal that training with empirical data leads to better results than aug-
mented data from templates and original answer option descriptions. Because of
participant mislabeling of 33% due to the ambiguity of the task, we receive over-
all low NLU performances with up to 51.1% accuracy, and rank-1-accuracy up to
79.3%. We also find that our implementation of many scale-specific NLU classi-
fiers significantly outperforms one NLU classifier for all labels, that incorporates
the same contextual knowledge after the prediction, by 8 percent points.

1 Introduction

EXAMPLE PROM ITEM DESCRIPTION:
“Trotz meiner Beschwerden bin ich in der Lage schwierige

Probleme zu lösen” (“Despite my complaints, I am able to solve
difficult problems”)

ANSWER OPTIONS FOR THIS ITEM:

1. “stimmt nicht” (“not true”)

2. “stimmt wenig” (“true a little”)

3. “stimmt mittelmäßig” (“true mediocre”)

4. “stimmt ziemlich” (“pretty much true”)

5. “stimmt sehr” (“very true”)

Figure 1 – A health-related PROM item about the
ability to solve difficult problems despite complaints.

Patient-Reported Outcome Measures (PROM)
surveys are collected to measure changes in
the subjective health of patients in rehabilita-
tion clinics, or the effect of other health treat-
ments [1]. The traditional approaches of fill-
ing out surveys on paper or digitally without as-
sistance, result in low data quality or response
rates. To increase data quantity, we want to
enable a multimodal dialogue system (see Fig-
ure 2), combined with an embodied conversa-
tional agent [2], to assist with this task. There-
fore, we require an ASR component to translate
voice inputs into text, and an NLU that is capa-
ble of classifying resulting texts into the possible
answer options.
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In this paper, we focus on a 92 items PROM questionnaire, made with standardized PROM
items [3]. The survey contains 13 different scales for the answer options, describing a range
between the best and worst health condition. Among the scales, 11 consist of five textual de-
scriptions (see Figure 1), one scale has only four textual descriptions, and another scale ranges
from number 0 to 10. As PROM surveys are only designed to be filled out on paper or graphical
user interfaces, there is a lack of spoken text examples of possible patient responses to survey
items [4]. With an empirical study, we gathered a representative PROM answering dataset of
1,797 speech answer recordings from 20 participants. With these samples, we quantitatively
assess the performance of the system’s ASR and NLU on our survey in terms of word-error-rate
and accuracy, respectively.

Further, we use this new data to compare many scale-specific NLUs with the standard
approach of using one single NLU that covers all answer options at once. This reveals that
the reduced complexity of incorporating contextual knowledge into the model architecture, in-
creases prediction performance, and thus is not overshadowed by the overhead of implementing
multiple classification models.

2 Contextual NLU

PROM Survey

Tablet App Avatar

ASR NLU DM NLG TTS

Patient

Figure 2 – Overview of the multimodal dialogue sys-
tem. The patient can interact with a tablet app and an
avatar, progressing through the prom survey. Spoken
language is processed by ASR and NLU.

Besides the ASR evaluation, we investigate NLU
implementations, with and without integration of
contextual information. We introduce the ap-
proach Many NLU that uses one specific linear
layer for each of the 13 question scales, decreas-
ing the necessary complexity of a single model
and simplifying the introduction or removal of
questions from this survey (and other surveys in
general). It takes the LaBSE sentence embed-
ding [5] from transcripts of spoken user utter-
ances and predicts the most likely answer option
to a survey question. We compare this with an
NLU consisting of one linear layer that spans
all the answer options of all scales at once. In
this paper, we denote this approach as One NLU
Naive. Further, we denote the same approach that additionally incorporates the scale-specific
context as One NLU. We implement this by setting all logits to negative infinity for labels out-
side the scope of the current scale. Our hypothesis is that Many NLU outperforms One NLU
and One NLU Naive, because it simplifies the task to smaller sub-tasks.

Linear layers from all approaches are fully-connected and trained for 20 epochs, with a
batch size of 16, Cross-Entropy-Loss and the AdamW optimizer (lr=0.001). For evaluation, we
select the best performing model of all epochs, in terms of training data accuracy. We used ten
different random seeds to increase statistical confidence in comparison of approaches.

Because our use case is rather simple, our NLU does not include detection of entities, and
we chose that all answer options are designed as intents. Thus, it is a traditional classification
problem and our contextual approach of many small modular NLUs can also be applied to a
variety of other domains.
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3 Method

The two datasets, consisting of augmented and empirically collected data, are described in
Section 3.1 and 3.2. The methodology to evaluate the different NLU approaches is described in
Section 3.3.

3.1 Augmented Text Data

For the augmented dataset, we started with the original answer descriptions from the standard-
ized PROM items, e.g., “stimmt nicht” (“not true”). We manually created 23 templates, like
“Meine Antwort ist <answer>.” (“My answer is <answer>.”). Then, these templates are ap-
plied to all answer options of the 13 PROM scales, where <answer> is replaced by strings like
“stimmt nicht” (“not true”), to generate additional training material.

3.2 Empirical Speech Data

Table 1 – Information about audio respectively text of
the empirical PROM answer dataset, collected from
20 participants, and spanning 13 answer scales.

EMPIRICAL PROM ANSWER DATASET (n=1,797)

AUDIO total mean TEXT total mean

seconds 16K 8.75 words 29K 16.34
speech rate – 2.09 characters 175K 97.66

To collect more data for training and evaluation
of our models (see Figure 2), we designed an
empirical study as a lab experiment in which 20
participants answered our PROM questions by
spoken language, without seeing the answer op-
tions. Recordings were made in a hearing booth,
with an application guiding through the survey
with an optional reading function. At the begin-
ning of every PROM item, the reading function
automatically plays an audio of synthetic speech that reads the current PROM item description.

To prevent an uneven distribution of answer option choices, we randomly prime each par-
ticipant to provide one specific answer out of five semantic answer options. The priming is done
via a generic 5-point emoji face scale1, where each emoji represents the well-being associated
with the answer that should be given. We reduced noise in the labeling process by not relying
on the priming for automatic label creation, but asking participants to select the correct one out
of the standardized answer options after they have answered an item.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
speech rate

audio

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
words

text

Figure 3 – Distribution of following data properties (from top to bottom): audio speech rate, and tran-
scribed text length in words.

1https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emoji_face_rating_scale.png
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18 study participants gave answers to 92 PROM questions, two persons were interrupted
after 70 and 71 questions respectively due to time limitation. This results in a total of 1,797
voice recordings. The dataset contains diverse types of answers in terms of length and speech
rate (words per second). An overview is provided in Table 1 and Figure 3. Before NLU training,
all duplicates of audio transcriptions are removed for each answer type.

3.3 Evaluation

To assess the performance of our ASR component, we have manually transcribed 10% of all
audio samples and normalized both, ASR predictions and the manually transcribed references,
by removing special characters and additional white spaces. We calculated a variety of common
metrics to quantify the performance: word error rate (WER), match error rate (MER), word
information lost (WIL), word information preserved (WIP), and character error rate (CER) [6].

To assess the contribution of augmented and empirical data towards better NLU perfor-
mance, and compare the different NLU approaches, we use three setups for training and testing
as described in the following.

AUG Train, EMP Test (ntrain = 1,526, ntest = 1,733): Training is done solely with the aug-
mented data (100%, ntrain = 1,526), and testing solely with the empirically collected data
(100%, ntest = 1,733).

EMP Cross-Validation (ntrain = 1,386, ntest = 347): Average over five divisions: Training is
done with 80% (ntrain = 1,386) of the empirically collected data, and testing with the
other 20% (ntest = 347) of it.

AUG + EMP Cross-Validation (ntrain = 2,912, ntest = 347): Average over five divisions: Train-
ing is done with 80% (nemp

train = 1,386) of the empirically collected data plus all augmented
data (100%, naug

train = 1,526). Both together sum up to ntrain = 2,912 samples. Testing is
done with the other 20% (ntest = 347) of the empirical data.

Accuracy and range-1-accuracy are used to quantify the performances of our approaches.
Range-1-accuracy measures the rate of predictions that were either correct, or one off, in terms
of the ordered answer scale.

4 Results

20 30 40 50 60
years

age

Figure 4 – Box plot describing the participant’s age
distribution.

Empirical data was collected from a diverse
group of lab study participants, with an aver-
age age of 34.1 (see Figure 4). 55% (11) of
participants were male, 40% (8) female and 5%
(1) non-binary. Despite all participants speak-
ing proper German, some of them had a differ-
ent nationality or mother tongue (see Figure 5).
Within Germany, participants were raised in
Berlin (7), Brandenburg (3), Bavaria (3), North
Rhine-Westphalia (2), and Lower Saxony (1).
Only one participant had experience in filling out
a PROM survey in a rehabilitation clinic, whereas 2 participants had prior working experience
in the field of medical rehabilitation.

We employ the collected samples to perform quantitative evaluation on the ASR and NLU
component.
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Figure 5 – Distribution of participant’s nationalities and mother tongues.

4.1 ASR Performance

We manually transcribed the text and answer gold label of 14 samples for each of the 13 scales,
leading to a total of 182 annotated samples (10% of the complete corpus). Table 2 shows similar
results for all scales. Overall, the results describe with a WER of 17.1% that most of the spoken
input is automatically transcribed correctly. Furthermore, a much lower CER of 6.5% indicates
that many not matching words are probably a variation of the respective correct word.

Table 2 – Result scores of several ASR evaluation metrics, for each scale, and for all together.

Metric
Scale S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 all

WER .180 .141 .203 .102 .141 .161 .221 .162 .150 .168 .190 .248 .124 .171
MER .178 .138 .195 .101 .141 .158 .214 .161 .144 .168 .188 .227 .123 .167
WIL .273 .233 .308 .183 .228 .255 .345 .276 .231 .288 .296 .324 .210 .269
WIP .727 .767 .692 .817 .772 .745 .655 .724 .769 .712 .704 .676 .790 .731
CER .088 .049 .055 .030 .084 .057 .084 .040 .046 .069 .060 .138 .040 .065

4.2 NLU Performance

Table 3 shows performance results for our different NLU approaches and dataset combinations,
using augmented (AUG) and empirical (EMP) data (see sections 3.1 and 3.2). With an accuracy
of 51.1%, Many NLU outperforms the One NLU accuracy of 43.1% by 8 percent points, for the
best performing training dataset AUG + EMP Cross-Validation. One NLU Naive has an even
lower accuracy of only 24%.

We received the best results from training with only empirical data, or a combination of
empirical and augmented data. Thus, it seems important to use empirical data for the training of
medical survey answer classification. Interestingly, adding the augmented data to the empirical
collected does only modestly increase the performance (e.g., 0.505 to 0.511 for Many NLU in
Table 3). Solely relying on it leads, as to be expected, to even worse results.

4.3 Further Analysis on Empirical Data

Table 4 shows the difference between labels made by participants and labels made by the au-
thor. A mean accuracy of 67% demonstrates the ambiguity of classifying natural language into
PROM answer options. Because the scales are ordered, we use the range-1-accuracy to under-
stand if there is only a small (at maximum 1 off), or a larger difference between both mappings.
With this metric, we receive a matching of 96% for the labeling task.
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Table 3 – Means and standard deviations of test accuracy and test range-1-accuracy for three different
NLU variants, and three different train respectively test datasets.

M
E

T
R

IC

Datasets
NLU Variant One NLU Naive One NLU Many NLU

A
C

C
. AUG Train, EMP Test 0.082±0.004 0.327±0.005 0.393±0.002

EMP Cross-Validation 0.246±0.009 0.410±0.013 0.505±0.009
AUG + EMP Cross-Validation 0.240±0.005 0.431±0.012 0.511±0.012

R
A

N
G

E
-1

-
A

C
C

. AUG Train, EMP Test 0.120±0.006 0.625±0.006 0.658±0.004
EMP Cross-Validation 0.383±0.006 0.710±0.011 0.793±0.008

AUG + EMP Cross-Validation 0.362±0.005 0.718±0.012 0.776±0.009

Table 4 – Accuracy and Rank-1-Accuracy between manually created labels by participants and manu-
ally created labels by authors.

Metric
Scale S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 all

Accuracy 0.71 0.50 0.79 0.79 0.71 0.71 0.64 0.86 0.43 0.79 0.86 0.71 0.21 0.67
Range-1-Acc. 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.86 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.86 0.96

5 10 15 20 25 30
question

0.0

0.5

1.0

au
di

o 
on

Figure 6 – Visualization of percentage of participants
with reading function on per question. After the de-
cline at question 6, there was no more change in the
course of all experiments.

For further insights, we investigate the Pear-
son correlation coefficients of several study mea-
surements with participant age, and find slightly
significant results for the speech rate (r =−0.37,
p= 0.11), which was also described by Jacewicz
et al. [7]. For audio on, talking time, word count,
or total interaction length, there is no significant
correlation. Like previous work [7], we could
not find any significant difference between gen-
der for the investigated dimensions.

In total, the interaction time was only
slightly higher for participants using the reading
function, with 17.65 seconds, compared to 15.33
seconds for participants without it. This means that people required nearly as much time to read
the item description by themselves, as the reading function takes.

When participants turned off the reading function, they mostly did it at item 6, which has
by far the longest item description with 48 words, respectively 336 characters. On average,
there are only 14 words, respectively 97 characters, per item description.

5 Conclusion

For evaluation of ASR and NLU of a multimodal system for filling of PROM surveys, we
gathered audio input examples from 20 participants with diverse demographics, and 92 PROM
items, leading to a total of 1,797 samples. We manually transcribed 10% of the corpus to assess
the ASR performance, and check the answer labeling made from participants.

Our ASR seems to work properly on the corpus, with an acceptable WER of 17.1%, and
CER of 6.5%.

Incorporating contextual knowledge into the NLU’s model architecture with our approach
Many NLU, significantly outperforms the approach One NLU, that incorporates the knowledge
after prediction time. The performance suffers even more when the contextual knowledge is not
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incorporated at any point, like we did in the One NLU Naive variant. Further, Many NLU intro-
duces the possibility for flexible removal or integration of new scales into a survey classifier.

From the evaluation of different training datasets, we found that empirical data is of benefit
for good classification performance on PROM survey answers, in contrast to augmented data.
Presumably, this results from our augmented data sticking more strict to the standardized answer
within different phrases, and the empirical data being more diverse in formulation of the health
status which is more difficult to map. In contrast to our study setting, people would see the
textual answer options on a tablet in our multimodal application, and then probably use the
standardized descriptions more often. Therefore, we suggest incorporating both, augmented
and empirical data for the training of the NLU.

Nonetheless, even the highest accuracy of 51.1% seems too low for a proper application of
the classifier in a medical dialogue system. This value can only partly be explained by errors in
the ASR (see Section 4.1) and is probably caused by our setting which hides the written answer
options to provoke different variants of answer utterances.

Many answer options are semantically very close, or use ambiguous terms. This is why
we think the main challenge is grounded in the ambiguity of the task, also resulting in mis-
labeling (see Table 4). Examples for ambiguous terms are, “einige Schwierigkeiten” (“some
difficulties”) where “einige” can mean “ein wenig” (“a little”) or “ziemlich viel” (“quite a lot”)
in German. Additionally, participants use ambiguous words or phrases like “relativ zufrieden”
(“relatively satisfied”), or do not give enough information for classification, like in “Schon öfter
als ich zugeben mag.” (“More times than I care to admit.”). We found that the range-1-accuracy
is a good tool to smooth out these ambiguities and understand the performance better.

Another important factor for the low accuracies is the number scale S13, which only gets an
accuracy up to 15% (compared to the best scale S10 with up to 64.4%). Precise mapping from
natural language to these numbers is very ambiguous. For numeric scales, we suggest enforcing
survey participants to use numbers within their answer directly.

6 Future Work

For future work, the annotation of the audio corpus and NLU gold labels is to be completed to
increase the quality of ASR and NLU assessment. Further, different techniques for the gener-
ation of augmented data could be compared. That involves the use of large language models,
e.g., as proposed by Stylianou et al. [8].

It could also be tested how models incorporating contextual knowledge via specific neuron
connections (instead of a fully-connected layer) perform, although they would be less adaptable
towards adding or removing option scales.

To increase accuracy of intent detection in dialogue systems, one common technique is to
use some kind of confidence score to decide if a question should be re-asked, optionally with
further instruction or narrowing down the answer options to the most likely ones. It should
be evaluated which confidence scores, thresholds, and re-asking techniques could lead to an
accuracy that is high enough for the application. We think that a range-1-accuracy of 95%
would be adequate for our use-case.

More research is necessary to adequately assess prediction performance with new metrics,
like range-1-accuracy, for ambiguously posed tasks, like with standardized PROM answer op-
tion scales.
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